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4

Abstract5

This paper explores the concept of science consciousness in the national life of African states.6

The publics in African states interact with new creations of science in the form of products7

imported from the developed countries, yet no one cares to communicate to these publics how8

such artefacts were arrived at â??” the science in simplified language behind such products as9

well as the intrigues (political, social, and even religious) that played out before such artifacts10

became reality. In this way, the general public in Africa does not flow with the science and11

politics of science behind the emergence of technological artefacts and new inventions which12

are sold to them as finished products. Each artifact of science tells a story that expands our13

science awareness and inspires the average mind.14

15

Index terms— science consciousnes s, scientism, democratization of science, domestication of science,16
technologica17

in the newspapers and popular press, there is a resounding absence of science agendas, whether for18
entertainment or for public enlightenment and engagement. Even if one blindly admits that some form of19
social engagement with science and technology agendas could be found upon closer investigation, it would be a20
near-impossibility to locate some local content in the said science and technology agendas.21

The Nigerian story resonates Africa’s story, except South Africa. Science is presently locked upcaged and22
chained as it were -in the laboratory in African political systems. The Nigerian scenario does not even reach23
the laboratory and depicts Nigerian science and technology scholars as textbook scientists and engineers. These24
experts neglect their work in science-consciousness enrichment. But this may be far from the truth. Where is25
science done in Nigeria and why is the public completely unaware of it and thus completely unable to contribute26
to it? Why does the Nigerian public place no demands on their science and technology sectors?27

In the southeast of Nigeria, break-up politics dominates the political consciousness of the vast majority.28
Millions here do not admit that they are Nigerians. The quest for the realization of the sovereign state of Biafra29
has eaten so deep into the mental fabric of the Igbo collectivity that nothing else is worth considering. There is30
however no indication that if granted political independence by some arrangement this area can produce a better31
country than Nigeria in terms of achieving technological independence. Present indications that the area can32
achieve a technologicalstate status are about negative. The science consciousness quotient of the collectivity of33
the southeast of Nigeria is just about the same as the rest of the country, which is near zero. The countrymen34
and women seem to be happy to be technologically dependent on even fellow developing countriescountries a few35
years back could be rated as far less prosperous than Nigeria.36

The extremely low level of science awareness among Nigerian citizens suites the country’s political gladiators37
very well, because this backwardness in the population facilitates the government’s practice of corruption. There38
are practically no demands from the population to make the production and deployment of science the foundation39
of the Nigerian economy. Huge capital budgets are made that have zero impact on the science system of the40
Nigerian state. It is as though hard and deliberate efforts are made by the government planners to skew the41
development of the state’s science system. Whereas intelligent governments use capital budgets great and small to42
target a stimulating impact on the state’s science system, whether as catching-up regimes or comprador regimes43
or scientific leadership/ surprise regimes, Nigerian and other African governments deliberately ignore such science44
system targets by carefully avoiding the setting of such targets. Nigerian political ’rulers’ whether in power or45
behind power are very much aware that increasing the state’s science capability amounts to shooting themselves46
in the leg as the expanding production and deployment of technology would eradicate their ability to loot public47
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funds and can entirely cut off their largesse networks, and so their political domain would be defined by a low48
net worth value. At the moment, the masses (the 99%, the vast majority) are blind, and their blindness defines49
the states democracy such that the people are very comfortable with annual zero growth of the state’s scientific50
enterprise. This blindness, occasioned by the near-absent science consciousness among the vast majority, is the51
stock-in-trade of the Nigerian political class. The more blind the vast majority is, the easier it is for incredible52
corruption to continue among the political elite, the ruling class. Who then will bail the cat? The scenario in53
Nigeria is not different in the rest of Black Africa, except South Africa, which itself cannot be categorized among54
Black African states.55

Ghana’s independence came in 1957 and Nigeria became ’free’ in 1960. The 1960s is known as Africa’s56
decolonization decade. It is obvious that nationalist leaders of African states that became decolonized in the57
1960s were not aware of the 1959 Rede lecture or ever heard of the name C. P. Snow who introduced what can be58
labeled scientific (or technological) republicanism or technological nationalism (to use a more common parlance)59
which are anecdotes that build upon and are in turn nourished by the selfsame science awareness regime. The60
first generation of Black Africa’s Ph.Ds in science and mathematics, who incidentally emerged in the 1950s61
and 1960s, were trained in Europe (especially the UK) and North America (especially the United States). It62
is obvious that political leaders that ruled independent Black Africa from inception had no confidence in their63
countrymen scientists and engineers, albeit their worldclass training in the UK and the US. For instance, the64
Nigerian political leaders may have imagined that a car put together by a group of these US-trained scientists65
and engineers (but who were nevertheless Africans and not Whites) would simply fall apart on the road and kill66
everybody on board! Incidentally the political leaders who negotiated Black Africa’s independence and became67
the first leaders of their countries were men of letters and not men of science. They could not understand68
that science could dwell in the Black African’s soul and manifest through his skin, much as it did among their69
colleagues in their colonial-master countries. African politics then could not connect with the science industry70
-which was at that time rudimentarily composed of the science and technology intellectuals and negligible science71
infrastructure. The government leaders, both civilian and military, could not complete the domestication process72
of science from whence a burgeoning science consciousness regime could be established in African societies by the73
full engagement of science and technology in the Blackman -that is Black African scientists. Till today, African74
political leaders and governments are yet to properly understand the notion of scientific republicanism and the75
concomitant notion of technological nationalism as offshoots of a science-conscious political identity regime.76

1 II.77

2 The Meaning of Science Consciousness78

Science consciousness is the relative quantification of information possessed by a people on science issues, which79
includes traditional science knowledge available through science textbooks and information on scientific and80
technological breakthroughs and imaginations on how contemporary society will live with such technological81
advances, such that one political society can be said to be more ’science aware’ than another. I deploy the term82
science consciousness then to refer to the notion of public awareness of science in a political state.83

Science consciousness therefore is the information-quotient about the possibilities of technological advance in84
the world and how the individual’s specific society could relate with such possibilities. Science consciousness85
equips citizens of a state to analyze and tell where the policies of government are heading. The individual86
can easily read and measure the science component of government policy and determine whether it falls in the87
direction he desires. Science consciousness in this way shapes political expectations of the citizen in democratic88
societies.89

Seeing through science, thinking through science, imagining through science are aptitudes developed in citizens90
with a certain measure of science consciousness. If per capita quotient of science consciousness in a political91
society is high enough, the entire society will evaluate the performance of government based predominantly on92
this parameter, and this too will determine their choice of leaders.93
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Science consciousness connects the average citizen of a political state with her scientists and inventors in a95
passionate way, such that the citizen is ready to make sacrifices where necessary to ensure that the work of the96
inventor is made manifest and massproduced for the benefit of the entire polity. Science consciousness therefore97
has great impact on the political system through the quality of the citizens’ inputs and demands on the system.98
For instance in Nigeria, the average citizen still lives in the erroneous belief that it is only a professor of science99
or technology that can call for the governments’ increased attention to science and technology, such that even100
ordinary citizens who have through their lifework achieved high political capital do not have the mentation to101
use this leverage to direct mass attention to the government’s inattentiveness and lip service to science and102
technology development.103

Again, science consciousness is an autogenic force in the citizens which creates high confidence in their ability to104
create and recreate science and to use this tool to drive their own economy by themselves. Science consciousness105
therefore manifests in a do-ityourself sense which itself produces an export-oriented economic mind. By deduction106
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therefore, a political system with a high import economic system is extremely low on science consciousness107
quotient of her people.108

Science consciousness affects the character of heterogeneous and deeply divided societies in an unprecedented109
manner. In one scenario it can become a unifying force in societies deeply divided along ethnoreligious lines; in110
another scenario it can deepen these divisions and ethnic cleavages but to an advantage.111

Where science consciousness is not able to diffuse ethnic consciousness and ethnic solidarity, it fuses with this112
and other consciousnesses and will now be coloured and energized by same. So where science consciousness fuses113
with ethnic consciousness the result will be a further deepening of the lines of division to the point where the114
various ethno-nationalities will begin to compete for scientific and technological supremacy which all-in-all is very115
healthy for the emerging scientific state regime.116

As science consciousness deepens among the ethnic nationalities in a state, all other lines of division that117
may exist, such as culture, ideology, etc, will be eroded, leaving only language and territorial identity (or ethnic118
homeland) as the remaining significant lines of division. As science consciousness pushes science among the ethnic119
identities, their cultures will become more and more homogenous as science itself begins to get into their various120
cultures and common conversations and becomes or assumes the common denominator. Africa’s high development121
consciousness is a post-colonial and neo-colonial orientation designed and propagated by the erstwhile colonialists122
in order to draw the attention of the newly decolonized states away from focusing on their real goal which is the123
emergence of a high science consciousness regime, such that these states will for hundreds of years to come serve124
as extensions of their markets and no more. The neocolonizers have consolidated their grip on the control of125
Africa’s consciousness by churning out certain development targets tagged Millennium Development Goals which126
all-in-all further deepen these states’ attention on development paradigms rather than focus their attention on127
science and technology paradigms.128

4 III.129

5 Conceptual Configurations130

The fluidity of development is defined by the super-dynamism of science. Again the super-dynamism of science131
gives science the power to define time, that is eras or epochs. So in each era, science defines what constitutes132
development and countries that are focused on development agendas are forever going back to the drawing board133
in an effort to ’catch up’ with the contemporary development regime instead of themselves defining such agendas134
by being in control of the cause.135

Development as a quick-fix consciousness creates disarticulated and subservient economies. For Science con-136
sciousness rightly should be the fundamental consciousness which defines and drives development consciousness.137
The two are not synonymous. One is and ought to be the root of the other. Development consciousness is a138
quick-fix consciousness recommended by Western countries for backward countries instead of emphasis on the139
underlying science behind development. Sustainable development must focus first on science. This is because what140
constitutes ’development’ will always be defined by where science is at any point in time. Development therefore141
is a fluid concept and depends on the relative stage of science in the world as defined by the science-focused states.142
Therefore development consciousness will always trail behind science consciousness and the two concepts are not143
the same. One is a cause while the other is an effect. instance, in Nigeria the telecommunications subsector144
was liberalized in 2001 and private GSM operators joined the sector and between 2001 and 2014 telephone lines145
increased from less than 400,000 to over 120 million. This means that as at the close of 2014 there were at146
least 100 million telephone handsets in use in the country. Yet the country does not manufacture telephones147
or sim cards. The country imports at least 15 million telephones and accessories every year through hundreds148
of importers, adding their own quota to the demand for scarce foreign exchange which in turn contributes its149
own bit towards weakening the exchange value of the naira. If the country’s science consciousness was high150
enough, the planners would have designed a compulsory programme for the telephone companies to set up local151
manufacturing plants within at most one year of their operations in the country to produce telephones and152
sim cards. The mentality of the Nigerian planners in this instance is not to acquire the underlying science153
and technology in GSM handset design and manufacturing, but simply to ’develop’ by getting everybody to154
communicate and own mobile telephones and to expand employment in the sector. Driven by this quick-fix155
thinking, the development-conscious Nigerian leaders failed to plan how the technology could be domesticated156
such that even more employment could have been generated and today the country could be Africa’s largest157
exporter of mobile telephones and accessories. A Nigerian telephone brand could today have been a household158
name in Nigeria, the way every Nigerian knows Nokia, Samsung, and Techno.159

6 b) Science consciousness and political consciousness160

In order of precedence, science consciousness should come before, or develop ahead of, political consciousness.161
Political consciousness if not backed by the right measure of science consciousness creates political leaders and162
followers who are completely incapable of initiating technological advance of their states. Political consciousness163
is very high in African states as a consequence of the very high value attached to political power through primitive164
accumulation.165
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7 C) SCIENCE CONSCIOUSNESS AND POLITICAL LEADERSHIP IN
AFRICA

In heterogeneous African states such as Nigeria, political consciousness mixes with ethno-religious consciousness166
and is driven by it to dangerous levels. Science consciousness is the substructure consciousness upon which the167
superstructure consciousness (being political consciousness) may be safely built. All other forms of consciousness,168
be it ethnic, religious, political, are inappropriate and in fact dangerous to constitute the base consciousness of169
citizens of a state. These elements operating as the base consciousness or consciousness driver or substructure170
consciousness easily produce religious riots and genocides, ethnic cleansing, political insurgency and civil wars,171
terrorism, ethnic politics, etc.172

Science consciousness should be developed in the citizens of a state well ahead of political consciousness. This173
is necessary in order to direct and control the force of political consciousness which could easily run out of order174
and become counter-productive when it is not shaped by science consciousness. This is especially so in countries175
deeply divided along ethnoreligious lines such as Nigeria, Uganda, Kenya, Rwanda, Sudan, Democratic Republic176
of Congo, Somalia, and a score other African countries.177

High political consciousness in African states has created two regimes in the political sphere. One regime178
is composed of typical African politicians and political activists and other politically conscious groups whose179
sole interest is the perpetuation of African style of politics characterized by looting of public treasury and the180
transformation of political actor into dollar millionaires. Another regime is composed of younger people in the181
form of interest groups who call themselves reformers of the political order but who are very readily subservient182
to manipulation by the first group through money offerings and acculturation. This second group cannot stand183
on their own and their members are one by one recruited into the regime of the typical African politicians. The184
regime of African politicians is an oligarchic group whose interest is the complete subjugation of the masses185
by owning and controlling the entire economy with the funds they looted from public treasuries. This group’s186
interest is to completely impoverish the people while deceiving them to believing that they are working hard for187
their survival by showcasing peanut ’developmental projects’. Both regimes -the younger and the older -have one188
thing in common: They are extremely low on science consciousness. The political gladiators who specialize in189
looting government funds and impoverishing their people have no interest in investing these stolen funds in their190
country’s science sector to get their people out of the dependency trap. They are incapable of doing this because191
they lack the requisite science consciousness.192

In summary, to get the best from political consciousness in African societies, an underlying science193
consciousness must begin to crystallize in both the older and the younger political actors and their audience194
or spectators represented by the masses.195

7 c) Science consciousness and political leadership in Africa196

In international relations and exchanges, African political leaders do not negotiate for science domestication197
in their states. They rather negotiate for stomach security which ultimately translates to their private pocket198
security. They are driven by other consciousnesses that do not encourage sciencethinking. The critical mass of199
science consciousness in political leaders in Africa would create in them the appetite for science-thinking. This200
appetite may not convert political leaders and stop them from looting government funds, but it will determine201
what they will do with the many billions stolen. The crop of Africa’s leaders who have been stealing the continent’s202
money for the past fifty years seem to have sworn an oath sometime in the past never to invest in technology203
and science and to always ignore their inventors, especially when the politicians are in control of political power.204

Prior to independence many African nationalist leaders all but failed to negotiate with the ”colonialists to205
teach [their] people the system of discovery, the system of invention, the system of science,” for this would have206
been more uppermost in their minds than anything else. By this estimation it does appear that every African207
state negotiated for political independence twenty years earlier than it was mature and ready for, and by this208
error, Africa’s nationalist leaders ushered in an era of darkness after the Whiteman left. And they sold their209
people to slavery for probably a hundred years, the slavery of technological dependence.210

Soon after independence, ethnic consciousness grew unrestrained as an inheritance from the nationalist leaders.211
The nationalist leaders who negotiated Africa’s decolonization were characterized by a marked absence of science212
consciousness in their personalities. They bequeathed to their children the younger generation ethnic infighting213
and the struggle for ethnic dominance which are very fertile grounds for corruption and poor governance.214

Political leaders in Africa from the post-colonial era up till the 21st Century seem to have sworn an oath215
never to develop the science sector of their economies. Africa’s political leaders are doing all other things but216
science. Africa’s political leadership, driven by zero science consciousness for at least the first fifty years of217
decolonization, has produced the reality better known as Africa’s technology gap. Africa’s political leaders hide218
under neocolonialism to explain their weakness and failure and consequent inability to convert their populations219
into an army of scientist, engineers, and inventors. Africa’s political leaders, lacking completely in science220
consciousness, have done everything to destroy the spirit of invention among Africans. There are no government221
policies to harness and recognize inventors and mass-produce their inventions. The inventors are simply not222
known, and the governments have no plans to popularize them anytime soon. Some African inventors and223
scientists have revolutionized science, yet the political leaders have done everything to ensure that these captains224
of science remain unsung. African politics destroys science and invention and the causative factor is the marked225
absence of science consciousness in the political leaders. This cannot be overemphasized. Men behave the way226
they are raised and the way they are continually nourished.227
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8 d) Science consciousness and good governance228

Since the dawn of the 21 st Century there has been unprecedented sing-song in Africa about good governance229
especially since the creation of the New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) in 2001 and the emergence230
of the Africa Peer Review Mechanism (APRM) out of the instrumentality of NEPAD. The science and technology231
goals of NEPAD are bogus and the APRM does not include them as part of their review parameters. Granted232
that good governance includes the deepening of democracy and the increasing supremacy of the law such that all233
persons high and mighty can feel the bite of the law when they run against it, good governance in 21 st Century234
Africa would flourish in its truest sense in societies nourished by a high science consciousness. This is because235
science has proved to be the best instrument to deepen democracy and accountability in governance and guarantee236
man’s freedoms, including freedom from governmental corruption. For instance, primitive accumulation, which237
is a major characteristic of African politics, can be completely eradicated with egovernment. In e-governance,238
government accounts and expenditures can be viewed and queried by the public. Government incomes from taxes239
and other sources (in Nigeria this includes the monthly allocation from the Federation Account to the various240
states) can be viewed and analyzed by the financially literate members of the public. Government expenditures,241
which include contracts for road constructions and rehabilitations which in Nigeria represents the highest single242
object of expenditure regime after regime and which are usually delivered to the people without any guarantees,243
can be made open to the public in e-governance. The fear that technology may one day put an end to their244
ability to steal public funds may be the real reason why African political leaders are not interested in raising to245
any significant level the science consciousness quotient of their populations. In this way, the longer the science246
consciousness quotient of the people remains at the level near zero, the longer the political elite can continue247
their public looting spree and the more they can continue to impoverish the masses, the vast majority.248

If change in the consciousness driver of the average African shifts away from all other elements and moves249
towards science, the political behaviour of man in Africa will change towards emphasis on appropriating the250
powers of science to deliver the best justice and accountability in the political system. The attendant increasing251
demands for science in the political system will then constitute an input which the government can only respond252
to in the form of political imaginations on science as an output.253

Therefore the bearing of science consciousness on good governance is not just on the delivery of public goods and254
services to the people, but essentially on how monies are spent in their delivery and how much access the public255
has to oversee and assess these deliveries, as well as how much of these resources are committed to developing256
the state’s science capabilities. Essentially too, the bearing of science consciousness on good governance includes257
assessments of how much science the government employs in the delivery of public goods and services. Public258
services include of course the justice system. How much available technology (and the knowledge of the underlying259
science) is brought to bear on the delivery of justice to guarantee maximum speed and accuracy of judgements260
is also a focus created by the requisite quotient of science consciousness. According to a popular adage, ”justice261
delayed is justice denied.” Similarly, and especially in cases that involve those in control of political power, the262
law must be able to operate as a respecter of no persons and must bite quickly and decisively where applicable,263
no matter whose ox is gored. Electronic judiciary, electronic courts whose proceedings and pronouncements are264
accessible to the public will materialize in African societies driven by a high quotient of science consciousness.265
A high science-conscious regime is the best enhancer of good governance since it shapes political consciousness266
towards a science-regime state, and of course a science-regime state is the best facilitator of the democratic state.267

Therefore the best ”good governance” is only possible in socio-political environments characterized by a268
predominantly high quotient of science consciousness. This is the best antidote to the negative peculiarities269
of African politics which all-in-all make a caricature of the noble concept of good governance and democracy.270

IV.271

9 Review of Related Concepts272

Science consciousness may not be confused with ’science of consciousness’ which the web is replete with. Science273
consciousness simply means ’awareness of science’ and the word ’consciousness’ can readily be juxtaposed with274
awareness without distorting our meaning. Science awareness is a more direct synonym for science consciousness.275
Other related concepts include public awareness of science, public understanding of science, public engagement276
with science and technology, scientific citizenship, science for citizenship, science or scientific literacy, and citizen277
science.278

Science consciousness in my formulation is meta-concept which embeds all the aforementioned notions of279
science and the citizen or citizen engagement with science.280

10 a) Public awareness of science281

Science awareness is popularly referred to as public awareness of science (PAWS). However, according to Wikipedia282
(Wikipedia [1]) the terms ’public understanding of science (PUS) and public engagement with science and283
technology’ (PEST) are concepts that define ”the attitudes, behaviours, opinions and activities that comprise284
the relations between the general public or lay society? to scientific knowledge..”285
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12 C) SCIENTIFIC CITIZENSHIP OR SCIENTIFIC CITIZEN

11 b) Public understanding of science286

This notion explores the multitudinal relations between science, technology innovation, and the lay society287
(ibid.) in terms of information flows from the scientists to the public. Initial trends in PAWS, PUS and288
PEST (expressions of science awareness) were traditionally built on the information deficit model of science289
communication (ibid.), but later trends have rejected this model and emphasized on ”the development of interfaces290
to mediate between expert and lay understanding of [a scientific] issue” (ibid.). Historically, the Bodmer Report291
initiated the establishment of the Committee on the Public Understanding of Science (COPUS) in 1985 by the292
British Association for the Advancement of Science (BAAS, but known as British Science Association since 2009),293
the Royal Institution, and the Royal Society whose objective was ”to interpret scientific advances and make them294
more accessible to non-scientists” (Wikipedia [2]). This body played a strong role in developing the public295
understanding of science regime through ”establishing standards for communicating science and technology” to296
the lay society (ibid.).297

In the same vein, ”How to raise public awareness and public understanding of science and technology, and?298
[What] the public feels and knows about science in general? are important lines of research in this area”299
(Wikipedia [1]).300

Moving away from the deficit model, the contextualist model, leaveraging on the sociology of scientific301
knowledge, ”focuses on the social impediments in the bidirectional flow of scientific 38 ( F ) knowledge between302
experts and laypersons/ communities” (ibid.).303

The emergence of deliberative democracy theory as a new movement or school of thought in political philosophy304
had a catalytic effect on the Public Understanding of Science movement. Taking science and technology as a305
public good, deliberative democracy demands that ”citizens exchange arguments and consider different claims306
that are designed to secure the public good. Through this conversation, citizens can come to an agreement about307
what procedure, action, or policy will best produce the public good” ??Eagan). An agreement on what constitutes308
public good or common good is itself a precondition for deliberation. Inherent in this is an understanding (through309
reason) of what constitutes public good and the best process of securing such good in the best interest of the310
citizens. As such, ”citizens’ preferences should be shaped by deliberation in advance of decision making, rather311
than by self-interest” (ibid.). With deliberation as a fundamental requirement for democratic political decisions to312
be considered legitimate, ”deliberative democracy claims that citizens should arrive at political decisions through313
reason and the collection of competing arguments and viewpoints instead of taking ”political decision as the314
aggregate of citizens’ preferences?” (ibid.).315

Deliberative democracy which took root in advanced democratic political states shaped the emergence of316
the democratization of science regime which finds expression in public understanding of science and technology317
movements. Eagan’s (ibid.) concluding remarks buttress this connection:318

Deliberation in democratic processes generates outcomes that secure the public or common good through319
reason rather than through political power. Deliberative democracy is based not on a competition between320
conflicting interests but on an exchange of information and justifications supporting varying perspectives on the321
public good. Ultimately, citizens should be swayed by the force of the better argument rather than by private322
concerns, biases, or views that are not publicly justifiable to their fellow deliberators.323

In deliberative democracy then emphasis shifts from the decision-outcome to ”the quality of the process”324
of that decision (ibid.) in terms of its allinclusiveness. Influenced by the theory of deliberative democracy,325
”Public deliberation of and participation in science practiced through public spheres became a major emphasis”326
(Wikipedia [1]). As such, scholarly debate on public understanding of science expanded to include the notion of327
public engagement with science, for ’understanding’ naturally precedes ’engagement’.328

”The deliberative turn” in the public understanding of science movement ”attempts to develop more inclusive329
participatory models of technological governance in the form of consensus conferences, citizen juries, extended330
peer reviews, and deliberative mapping” (ibid.).331

Public awareness of science according to Wikipedia (ibid.) embeds a number of themes and genres which332
include: ? Science communication in the mass media, Internet radio and television programmes. ?333

12 c) Scientific citizenship or scientific citizen334

Quoting Alan Irwin, Brigitte Nerlich (2014) identifies this notion as coming from Science and Technology Studies.335
Thus , Scientific citizenship is the active and aware participation of citizens in the democratic process in the336
knowledge society. Public decisions are more and more complex and involve highly specialized knowledge. To337
achieve better outcome in decision making processes it is necessary to combine the knowledge of the experts with338
citizens’ knowledge and values. Scientific citizenship requires an open dialogue between science and citizens and339
transparency in information and knowledge exchange.340

Melissa Leach (in Brigitte) further defines the implicit background of scientific citizenship as one core issue341
in STS scholarship, which includes ”how citizens mobilize to claim rights around knowledge and expertise in342
relationship to science,” as well as ”citizen participation in S&T policy-making.” Brigitte sums up this notion of343
scientific citizenship and the scientific citizen in the caption, ”citizens are scientists too,” which views citizens as344
scientists.345

Similarly, ”Scientists are citizens too” is another caption in Brigitte’s treatise which defines another ”framing”346
of the notion of the scientific citizen and scientific citizenship. Brigitte examines Beverly Gibbs’ thesis which347
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she claims ”? uncovered various as yet under-explored aspects of scientific citizenship, focusing in particular348
on membership, rights and responsibilities and participation?” This has to do with the obligation of scientists349
as citizens of the state whose expert knowledge is acutely needed in formulating public policies. However, the350
”choices” available to policy-makers ”should be part of a wide public debate, and such debate must be leveraged351
by ’scientific citizens’ -engaging from all political perspectives, with the media, and with a public attuned to352
the scope and limit of science” This framing of the scientific citizen implies the scientist-citizen whose expert353
advice is a compulsory input in forming public policies in any modern state. Implicit in this type of citizenship354
then is the onerous responsibility upon the scientist-citizen to communicate science to the society, not just as355
science experts but must also enframe into their arguments political, philosophical, and social dimensions of their356
scientific knowledge. Implicit in this framing too is that the public has already achieved some appreciable level357
of science awareness as a necessary backdrop.358

The third ’framing’ of scientific citizenship in Brigitte’s treatment of Beverly Gibbs thesis is considered to be359
of a US persuasion. ”Scientists are political?” and ”the focus is ?not on citizens acting with or as scientists but on360
scientists acting as citizens” (ibid.). For American Physicists, ”we are dealing with the issue of ’civic scientists’ ”361
which ”range from scientists engaging in outreach and public engagement activities, to scientists in government,362
to scientists as political dissidents and even revolutionaries” (ibid.). Civic scientists then are not aloof in their363
laboratories but can be involved in local and national politics as they throw their support on socio-political364
causes, as well as scientific issues which may have heavy political undertones.365

Brigitte however draws attention to the intellectual history of the notion of scientific citizenship and states its366
origin as the publication of an article in 1857 captioned ”The Relations of Science and the Scientific Citizen to367
the General Government” (now available on the Internet) which scholars with keen interest in science and politics368
will find worthy of note.369

For Anna Pellizzone (2018), scientific citizenship is predominantly about citizens’ involvement in the creation370
and management of science. She quotes Bruno Latour (2004) to paint a vivid picture of the old system: Once371
upon a time, scientists conducted their experiments, formulated their theories and made their products inside372
their laboratories. They shared their results, models and theories with other experts before making them known373
to the rest of society. They played an undisputed leading role in technological and scientific development. Citizens374
were not part of the research and innovation process; they did not have a say and could not contribute to the375
results of science.376

The scenario is different today because citizens’ active role in the innovation process has become necessary377
and acceptable. Citizens are tax payers and aspire to have a voice in state-funded technological innovation.378
Citizens too are the very consumers of such technological developments and their viewpoint is deemed essential379
by both public and private research because a thorough understanding of their needs translates to a thorough380
understanding of market needs (Pellizzone, 2018). Scientific citizenship then ”is what experts call bottom-up381
innovation, an approach that makes it possible to intercept the collective intelligence distributed through society382
and put it at the service of the community (ibid.). Similarly, the era of scientific citizenship is a ”knowledge era”383
defined by ”both ? the irruption of science in society and by the irruption of society in science” (ibid.). The384
scientific citizens era has brought about the collapse of the ”ivory tower in which scientists once worked” and has385
therefore redefined ”the relationship between science, innovation and society” and demands imaginative ”efforts in386
the area of public communication of science and scientific education.” Scientific citizenship is about the democratic387
governance of science and technological innovation, and according to science and society scholars ”today there is388
a huge demand for more open and inclusive research and innovation in which citizens and all players in society389
have a role and a space to make their contribution” (ibid.). In Europe, the European Commission supports ”the390
voice of citizens in defining research programmes” through ”projects that involve the various social players in391
the definition of research priorities.” The CIMULACT (Citizens and Multi Actor Consultation on Horizon 2020)392
which involved 5000 citizens and 600 experts and VOICES (Views, Opinions and Ideas of Citizens in Europe on393
Science) which involved 1000 EU citizens are EU-level project examples of public consultation projects on science394
(ibid.).395

13 d) Science Literacy or Scientific Literacy396

This is yet another ancillary notion of the science consciousness regime. This notion states that everyone in a397
civilized society ”should have working knowledge of science and its role in society” (Wikipedia [3]). The rendering398
by the National Science Education Standards as reproduced by Sheril Kirshenbaum ( ??009) is such a perfect399
and rounded explanation of this notion that I beg to indulge in quoting a large chunk of it: Scientific literacy400
is the knowledge and understanding of scientific concepts and processes required for personal decision making,401
participation in civic and cultural affairs, and economic productivity. It also includes specific types of abilities?402
Scientific literacy means that a person can ask, find or determine answers to questions derived from curiosity403
about everyday experiences? Scientific literacy entails being able to read with understanding articles about404
science in the popular press and to engage in social conversation about the validity of the conclusions. Scientific405
literacy implies that a person can identify 40 ( F ) scientific issues underlying national and local decisions and406
express positions that are scientifically and technologically informed. A literate citizens should be able to evaluate407
the quality of scientific information on the basis of its source and the methods used to generate it. Scientific408
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14 E) CITIZEN SCIENCE AND PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT WITH

literacy also implies the capacity to pose and evaluate arguments based on evidence and to apply conclusions409
from such arguments appropriately.410

Implicit in the foregoing rendering is the conceptualization of scientific literacy as part of basic literacy. Some411
states, having understood the acute importance of science literacy in a modern political state, have obviously412
built this quest into their standard literacy programmes, while attaching socio-economic leverages to same.413

The National Science Education Standards (ibid.) further elaborates that individual scientific literacy quotient414
will differ in their preference for or savvy in different domains such as a higher understanding of lifescience415
concepts and their terminologies as compared with a lower understanding of physical-science topics and jargon.416
Scientific literacy then manifests in varying degrees and forms in individuals, while expanding and deepening in417
the individual over a lifetime. However, the attitudes and values developed towards science during school years418
shapes the individual’s growth in science literacy as an adult (ibid.).419

The OECD PISA Framework (2015) gives a standard definition of science literacy as ”the ability to engage420
with science-related issues, and with the ideas of science, as a reflective citizens” (Wikipedia [3]). A person who421
is science-literate then, according to the Framework can be engaged in ”reasoned discourse” concerning the state422
of science and technology in his country. For the Framework, this engagement of the so literate citizens would423
require the prior development of certain capabilities and competencies, which include the ability to ”explain424
phenomena scientifically,” especially natural and technological phenomena, the ability to ”evaluate and design425
scientific inquiry” which includes the capability to address issues scientifically and the ability to ”interpret data426
and evidence scientifically,” which includes the capability to draw accurate scientific conclusions. One of these427
three capability would suffice to define a science-literate person in most countries.428

The launch of the sputnik satellite in 1957 and the Japanese economic boom of the 1980s drove education429
reforms in the United States toward the science literacy regime. These external challenges from the defunct USSR430
during the Cold War and Japan’s economic expansionism and dominance led educationists and reformers in the431
United States to take a hard look at the country’s science education system. Contemporary science literacy in432
the United States is conceptualized as the right of every American citizen and ”a requirement for responsible433
members of society” (ibid.) which builds into average citizens the ability to make better decisions and to enrich434
their lives. The publication of Science for All Americans and Benchmarks for Science Literacy in the early 1990s435
necessitated this contemporary notion of science literacy (ibid.).436

14 e) Citizen Science and Public Engagement with437

Science and Technology These anecdotes of science consciousness have already been discussed in one form or438
another in the foregoing review. However, I shall attempt to outline them as they appear in current literature.439

Public engagement with science and technology (PEST) has already been treated under Science Awareness.440
Be that as it may, I would like to add more comments here and relate it to Citizen Science. The American441
Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) actually runs a department or programme known as Public442
Engagement with Science and Technology (PEST). Though the AAAS mission statement is ”advancing science,443
engineering and innovation throughout the world for the benefit of all people,” its primary area is the US444
society where it works as a pressure group on governmental institutions to achieve ”sustainability for our nation’s445
research” (AAAS). Since its establishment in 2004, ”the AAAS Centre for Public Engagement with Science and446
Technology has worked to further awareness of science and the scientific process and increase public input into447
scientific research and policy agendas, encouraging and facilitating dialogue between policy makers, the general448
public, and the scientific community”(ibid.).449

The Center equips scientists and scientific institutions with ”opportunities and resources” to engage the public450
in ”meaningful conversations” (ibid.) through:451

? Increasing awareness and understanding of public engagement and its benefits. ? Demonstrating excellence452
in public engagement.453

? Training scientists to communicate with nonscientific audiences. ? Building capacity for conducting public454
engagement with science activities.455

Apparently, ”demonstrating excellence in public engagement” goes beyond public conversations and public456
rhetorics on science and technology and includes actual practical engagement of the public or nonscientists in457
scientific research activities. Thus, the AAAS goal of ”building [and demonstrating] capacity for conducting458
public engagement with science activities” and similar organizational and institutional visions in technologically459
advanced countries led to the emergence of the notion of citizen science. So, one of the goals of PEST programmes460
in science-active countries will be efforts to create a vast army of citizen scientists (that is, to turn as many of its461
nationals into citizen scientists). To the development of this hallmark in the evolution of the science consciousness462
regime I now turn.463

Citizen science is the most advanced form of the science consciousness regime which seeks to convert a vast464
proportion of the population of a state into an army of amateur scientists who assist the work of professional465
scientists. For SciStarter, ”citizen science is the public involvement in inquiry and discovery of new scientific466
knowledge.” Its aliases include ” ’amateur science,’ ’crowdsourced science,’ ’volunteer monitoring,’ and ’public467
participation in scientific research’” (SciStarter). Other aliases include ”community science, crowd-science, ?468
civic science, or networked science” (Wikipedia [4]). Such public involvement typically involves data collection,469
data analysis, or reporting. A typical citizen science project can involve thousands or even millions of citizen470
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scientists. Citizen science is predicated on two axioms: ”1) that science should be responsive to citizens’ concerns471
and needs; and 2) that citizens themselves could produce reliable scientific knowledge” (ibid.).472

According to Wikipedia, ’citizen science’ and ’citizen scientists’ entered the Oxford English Dictionary in473
2014. Citizen science therein is defined as ”scientific work undertaken by members of the general public, often474
in collaboration with or under the direction of professional scientists and scientific institutions” (ibid.), while a475
citizen scientist is the term used to refer to a member of the public who participates in a citizen science project.476
A citizen scientist then is a member of the society with or without a formal science background ”who voluntarily477
contributes his or her time, effort, and resources toward scientific research in collaboration with professional478
scientists or alone” (SciStarter).479

In the United States today there are boundless opportunities to participate in citizen science projects, and480
organizations like SciStarter provide databases of thousands of ”vetted projects,” such that for any hobby or481
interest or curiosity a citizen may have, there is a corresponding and available citizen science project he can482
participate in. The social impact of citizen science resonates more when socialites and crowd pullers participate483
in citizen science projects such as ”current and former NFL and NBA cheerleaders ?who tune thousands of484
non-traditional audiences into citizen science?” (ibid.).485

Suzuki (2014) views citizen science as ”using the same technologies that separate us from nature to help us486
understand and enjoy it.” Thus he states that ”Smartphones, the Internet and accessible research technologies487
deinstitutionalize science and get the inner scientist in all of us outside to contribute to a broader understanding488
of a variety of topics?” The citizen science regime in this view is a veritable tool for decentralizing science in489
society abd a way to effectively get science ”out of the laboratory and into the culture.” Suzuki’s view of the490
scientist in every man capable of activation by citizen science defines an underlying axiom in arguments by the491
scientistic movements implicit in science consciousness regimes. In Suzuki’s view, ”citizen science is a way to492
encourage us all to get outside, hone our senses [of observation], and undertake meaningful activity to monitor493
and maintain our environment, improve scientific literacy and ?be happier and healthier.” Thus, citizen science494
bequeaths scientific literacy gains to the participants.495

Garbarino’s and Mason’s (2016) summary on the subject is worthy of note:496
Citizen science has become a powerful force for scientific inquiry, providing researchers with access to a vast497

array of data points while connecting nonscientists to the authentic process of science. This citizen-researcher498
relationship creates an incredible synergy, allowing for the creation, execution, and analysis of research projects499
that would otherwise prove impossible in traditional research settings, namely due to the scope of needed human500
or financial resources (or both). ?emerging citizen-science projects show how improved protocols for reliable,501
largescale science can realize both an improvement of scientific understanding for the general public and novel502
views of the world around us.503

Citizen science therefore adds value to the public understanding of science. It is ”a valid mechanism to help504
rectify shortcomings in the public’s understanding of science.” Garbarino’s and Mason’s rationale herein derives505
from a 2015study by the Pew Research Centre wherein ”it was reported that the public’s limited knowledge in506
science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) is a problem for scientific progress.” Similarly, the report507
”revealed that scientists and the general public see scientific issues through different lenses, creating a gap -508
sometimes a chasmbetween the scientific consensus and the public belief.” Citizen science as the acme of the509
science consciousness regime comes as a demonstrable antidote to this ”problem for scientific progress.” As510
Garbarino and Mason (ibid.) further stress: ”Evaluations on a variety of citizen-science projects have suggested511
a positive impact on participants’ awareness of specific scientific issues and their content-knowledge gains, as512
well as improved skills related to scientific inquiry and critical thinking.” This is enhanced by the potential of513
citizen-science projects ”for making positive impacts on the public’s attitude to science.” The rationale here is that514
”by encouraging inclusivity and openness, citizen science can break down the fear about or perceived distance515
from science, making science more accessible” to the general society. The second rationale lies in the message516
embedded in or inherent in citizen science itself, which is ”that science is for everyone, regardless of personal,517
geographic, or socioeconomic background” (ibid).518

The future of scientistic movements has arrived in citizen science. Through citizen science, science and519
technology practitioners, especially in technologically underdeveloped countries, can expand their sociopolitical520
capital as a vital component of their reward system in epistemes of dearth of scientific patronage (Nwosu,521
forthcoming). Citizen science too shrinks research costs, thus expanding the horizons and possibilities of scientific522
research in any economy.523

15 f) Science for Citizenship524

This school of thought in the science consciousness domain argues that modern democratic states require as their525
citizens populations with an enhanced understanding of science to enable their engagement in contemporary526
dialogues about science and technology issues to enable them arrive at reasoned decisions especially about the527
political, moral, and social challenges these have brought about in the modern state. Authors in this school528
include American Association for the Advancement of Science (1989), Jenkins ??1997, ??998), ??illar (1996),529
Millar & Osborne (1998). Osborne (2002) approaches this notion more as an educational problem in science530
education and advocates that mass science education requires a mass science curriculum, unlike the present531
curriculum with its ”foundationalist emphasis” on traditional standard content suitable for the training of the532
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16 V.

career scientist only (ibid., pp.126-127). The non-inclusion of ”the grand ideas of science” disconnects the learner533
from understanding science as ” a cultural achievement” and thus cannot sustains the interest of the vast majority534
of citizens of the modern state who nevertheless are inadvertently required to learn science as concomitant to535
better citizenship. Science education for citizenship then must first ”demonstrate the tremendous libratory536
power that science offers -a combination of the excitement and thrill that comes from the ability to discover new537
knowledge, and the tremendous insights and understanding of the material world that it provides” (ibid. p. 126).538
The second point for science education for citizenship according to Osborne is the tinkering with traditional school539
science curriculum to include ”the science that interests adolescents,” that is ”contemporary science” defined as540
”the science and technology of informatics? mobile phones? modern cosmology? medical genetics,” artificial541
intelligence, robotics, in a word, high technology. This is ”what makes young people want to learn science?”542
and school science curriculum should be tinkered with to include at least an introduction of this all-important543
content.544

Osborne further explains Science for Citizenship campaigns as a necessity to deal with an economic problem,545
namely the ever dwindling rate of recruitment of scientists into the science and technology sector. While the546
supply of scientists in the UK and the US remains ”a small minority of the school cohort of around 10-15%”547
(ibid. p.133), one can imagine how insignificant this figure will be in less developed countries. This economic548
problem, for Osborne, can be alleviated by a working science for citizenship regime which itself is a ”science for549
all” regime that demands ”a curriculum for all” which has a catalytic effect in turning out scientists for the state550
through expanding and sustaining students’ interest in the science and technology domain.551

Millar and Osborne (1998) argue that ”science education should be for the majority and should be for scientific552
literacy,” that ”Scientific knowledge can best be presented as a set of explanatory stories that would provide a553
holistic overview of the great ideas of science,” and that ”The science curriculum must give more emphasis to554
key ideas about science” as reform recommendations among others for science education for citizenship.555

16 V.556

Theoretical Framework: Snow’s Scientism for Africa and the Third World557
Frameworks that best support this paper are generally theories of technological take-off and technological558

development. C. P. Snow (1961) explains the Scientific Revolution not in its traditional historic construction but559
as an on-going and replicable event which occurs in a political state that prepares for it. The Scientific Revolution560
is a system which can be produced or reproduced anywhere in the world when its algorithm is applied with561
mathematical precision. In expounding the algorithm of the scientific revolution, Snow details its composition,562
which includes a high quotient of science consciousness among the population of a sovereign political state -563
that is, a certain critical mass of science consciousness in the population of a political state. Snow’s algorithm564
precludes the existence of biological or racial advantage in technological capabilitymanifestation or ”scientific565
teachability” of a given country. This work stands upon Snow’s axioms to discuss the socio-political complex of566
science consciousness in Africa and the Third World.567

Snow’s arguments in his scientism include the doctrine of internalization of science. This means that science568
should expand beyond its primordial homeland and become a citizen of the entire world. Africa and the rest of the569
poor world in Snow’s scientism are called upon to champion this internationalization of science by making science570
their major business. Of course, the premise for this bold recommendation is that Arica and the rest of the poor571
world are not inferior to the already scientifically advanced countries of the world in terms of national IQ or general572
intelligence. Building a science consciousness regime cannot succeed on an abysmally weak IQ infrastructure,573
but the population of any African state does not need a high scientific literacy to develop confidence in its574
own scientists and to understand that science is the solution to the plagues of governmental corruption and low575
agricultural production and that these can be remedied by putting science at the centre of the state’s business.576

Whereas political consciousness among Nigerians for instance has become probably higher than in the average577
American citizen because the Nigerian scenario is oiled by ethno-religious consciousness and passion and low578
republicanism (the very reverse of the US political atmosphere where ethnic homelands for instance do not exist),579
a science consciousness regime can be introduced in Nigeria and can thrive therein in spite of perceived inadequate580
IQ infrastructure because it can be mixed with and driven by the existing ethnoreligious competition. Arguments581
about the IQ status of African countries as reasons for their technological backwardness (for example) are therefore582
not valid. Much as rocket-science IQ is required among the science and engineering professionals, you do not need583
an equivalent IQ in the rest of the population to initiate and sustain a science-consciousness regime. Competition584
for scientific achievement among the major ethno-religious blocs -which yields a scienceconscious culture -can585
take off in the Nigerian scenario. When science consciousness mixes with ethno-religious interpretations, ethno-586
religious group A which dominates geopolitical zone A only needs to become aware of the calculations of ethno-587
religious group B which dominates geopolitical zone B and competition in science mobilization begins. Science588
consciousness regimes then can serve as science mobilization instruments, which succeed no matter how low589
the given society may be on the IQ ladder. Similarly, as a ladder has rungs so does a country, a population590
have different levels of IQ at each time in its history. IQ of political states then is not a permanent irreversible591
structure. Once some science has taken off in a political state in the first instance, the natural condition of man in592
terms of IQ strength must move upward and continue in that direction. This is because science itself will continue593
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to reveal to those who have taken it as their business how IQ can be grown, whether from the environment or594
from blood. More and better smart drugs will be discovered, more and better smart nutrition will be discovered.595

When periphery countries join in the internationalization of science by making science their business, they596
subject science to the requisite domestication process which begins as an expanding science-consciousness regime.597
Snow is telling Africa and the Third World that it is not only the Caucasoid West that can do science. The598
Mongoloid East (starting with Japan in 1939) has become a great army in the science race. And so Negroid599
Africa too and the rest of the poor world, great and small countries alike, will join in the race and will one after600
another succeed. Science is not voodoo whose secret incantations are only known to the white world, for the601
Mongoloid East (Japan with China marching on) have also become great masters at it. The internationalization602
of science doctrine as proposed by Snow is a direct antithesis to the diffusionist political theories of development603
and underdevelopment championed by Western scholars during his time. I therefore revere Snow for his uncanny604
thinking in the circumstance of his time and christen him as the father of technological take-off.605

African countries and the rest of the poor world then must develop their own requisite army of scientists606
and believe in them and rely on them. Whether the army of scientists are trained at home by imported expert607
scientists from the technological world or are taken to the academic institutions of the technological world, trained608
therein and returned to their home countries, the salient point in Snow’s scientism is that the requisite number609
and quality of scientists must be found or developed for the poor world to take off. This brings up the notion of the610
critical mass. Snow’s scientism is a pragmatic technological take-off manual for underdeveloped countries livened611
up with mathematical calculations. The critical mass of scientists and engineers and technologists trained to the612
levels prescribed by Snow and finally engaged in the business of doing science and technology in their countries613
and relied upon by their people and governments to provide the good life is simply a game of numbers. The614
numbers are also determined by the local terrain. Hot tropical terrains would require more of these experts than615
temperate cool terrains. Factoring in differences in geographical terrains, a certain number of these professionals616
must be determined per million of the population and per thousand square kilometers of landmass. This number617
per million of the population and per thousand square kilometers should be the minimum recommended quantity618
that will trigger and sustain a technological take-off. This is the critical mass of scientific experts required619
for the technological take-off of the specified country. Nigeria’s requirement then will be different from Ghana’s620
requirement. Then the ability of countries like Ghana and Nigeria to work on a national agenda like technological621
competition will be reviewed. This calls up the ethnicity question. Again, Ghana’s circumstance is different from622
Nigeria’s circumstance, using these two countries as examples in this analysis. Whereas Ghana has very few623
ethnic groups that are nearly equal in landmass occupation and population uptake, Nigeria has hundreds of624
unequal ethnic groups whose powers are difficult to balance, and so ethno-religious distraction of national goals is625
very high here. Mono-ethnic countries have a great advantage here (I have in several writings treated the thesis626
of ethnic homogeneity as a precondition for technological take-off wherein I referred to several technological627
states of Europe as ethnic-group countries), but multiethnic countries can devolve such ’national’ agendas to628
their respective ethnic enclaves in the structure of provinces or federating states, the essence being to achieve629
ethnic ownership of those agendas to ensure their survival through their ethnicization. Whatever the obstacles630
are, Snow’s algorithm in his scientism states that ”the poor world” must one way or another make science their631
business (and I must add that he particularly had Africa in mind when he said this).632

Adjunct to the creation of an army of research scientists, engineers, and technicians trained to worldclass633
standards is the provision in Snow’s algorithm for a public that knows enough science to understand what the634
scientists are talking about. This is the prerequisite background that switches on the Scientific Revolution. In635
Snow’s algorithm for technological take-off in the poor world, the Scientific Revolution in each country must636
precede their take-off. Each country must experience the Scientific Revolution in its own time because, for Snow,637
the rest of the poor world must take off technologically whether Western countries believe it or not, whether638
Western countries are prepared to accept the consequences or not.639

Snow as father of technological take-off theory has this knack for debunking traditional theories and thinkers640
of his time. Snow as a utilitarian thinker, in opposition to classical thinkers, saw the Scientific Revolution as an641
ongoing phenomenon, a human experience that establishes the rule by science in human societies. It is the human642
experience in its engagement with science that takes science ”out of the laboratory and into the culture,” thus643
rendering it as a cultural practice of each people who experience it. The Scientific Revolution puts science into644
human culture and must therefore be experienced in every culture on Earth if the world must rid itself of the evils645
of poverty, disease, and nuclear genocide. If the Scientific Revolution is a compulsory cultural explosion required646
for technological take-off, then the science-consciousness regime is the massive accumulation of gunpowder, which647
requires just a flame from anywhere.648

17 a) Brief History of Scientism649

Scientism is a hotly contested doctrine of modernity such that it is in various circles taken as taboo. Attacks650
on scientism can be explained in terms of its contextual development. Historically, the scientistic regime was at651
least a century or more ahead of the democratic regime. Countries that championed this scientistic development652
(mostly European countries)653

had not yet realized well-fermented democratic regimes as several of them were either perpetrators of political654
enslavement of other people in the form of colonialism or slavery or beneficiaries of such enslavement. Libertarian655
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17 A) BRIEF HISTORY OF SCIENTISM

democracy was the missing political context in the historical development of scientism. Described as ”a dogmatic656
faith in the power of science” (Whitney, 2007, p.2) or equated with the Holocaust, the two World Wars, and the657
possibility of a nuclear world war, critics of scientism question whether modernity has achieved any ’progress.’658
A great critic of scientism, Voegelin (1998), captures scientism as a dire condition of man thus: ”The damage659
of scientism is done. The insane have succeeded in locking the sane in the asylum? As a consequence of the660
interlocking science and social power, the political tentacles of scientistic civilization reach into every [part] of an661
industrialized society?” Whitney (2007) defines scientism as ”a pseudoreligion, or a form of idolatry.” Voegelin662
(1998, p.205) is most apprehensive because scientism has fused with political power.663

The origin of the scientistic movement is traceable to Francis Bacon’s publication of Novum Organum in 1620.664
Whitney (2007, p.3) describes Bacon as ”perhaps the first philosopher to explicitly suggest that society could be665
advanced through science.” Francis Bacon openly advocated for the union of science and political power. Bacon’s666
”optimism in the unlimited power of science” (ibid.) produced his later work, New Atlantis which is a utopia667
wherein ”inventors are given god-like status” (ibid.). Francis Bacon can aptly be described as the father of the668
Scientific Revolution. The origins of the Scientific Revolution can be traced to Bacon’s Novum Organum of 1620669
and his New Atlantis, which is his piece of scientific utopia driven by his optimism in the unlimited power of670
science.671

For Bacon, history does not repeat itself but ”represents progress so that [his] own age is greater than that of672
antiquity” (ibid., p.4). The perfect society would be produced by Baconian scientism as found in his utopia, New673
Atlantis. Bacon’s utopia is a ”technological paradise” built on the principles of his new science (ibid.). White674
(1973, p.350) describes this technological paradise as ”transhistorical and not subject to decay” and ”universal675
in character and not subject to the evils of previous human societies.” Francis Bacon’s ”dogmatic faith in the676
power of science” exemplified in his utopianism formed the background for the scientistic movement which later677
became the forerunner of the Scientific Revolution (Whitney, p.4). Baconian political philosophy is built on an678
advocacy for scientific advance as the general good. This is because science itself is the instrument with which679
man can realize his greatest good (White, p.344).680

Newtonian science emerged subsequently as the next big push to the scientistic movement with his ”idea681
of absolute space [which] had important philosophical and political consequences” (Whitney, p.5). Newton’s682
philosophy defines ”a rational, utilitarian core that promotes technology and wealth, but seeks to delegitimize?683
forms of knowledge that do not promote practical utility” (ibid.).684

The rational-utilitarian influence of Newton’s scientistic philosophy had a great impact on the French thinker685
Henri de Saint-Simon during the French Revolution. Saint-Simon sought to reunite his French society under686
the philosophy of scientism as framed by him. Saint-Simon rejected both Libertarianism and Christianity687
and proposed a society led by the ”Council of Newton, consisting of twenty-one scholars and presided by the688
mathematician who had received the most votes” ??Hayek, 1979, p.219). This Newtonian Council, serving as689
”the representatives of God on Earth,” would overthrow the pope, cardinals, the bishops, as well as the priests690
who ”do not understand the divine science which God had entrusted to them and which some day will again turn691
Earth into paradise” (ibid.). In Saint-Simon’s scientism, ”the law of human progress guides and dominates all;692
men are only its instruments,” and those who are unable to keep up or unwilling to follow this plan for ’progress’693
should be treated by the rest of society as malformed (ibid., p.222).694

Saint-Simon’s totalitarian philosophy is expressed thus: ”the vague and metaphysical idea of liberty impedes695
the action of the masses on the individual and is contrary to the development of civilization and to the696
organization of a well-ordered system” (ibid., p.249). This dictatorship of the masses presents Saint-Simon697
as the primogenitor of Marxism. In his philosophy, there must not be ideological pluralism and for this purpose698
”individual liberty must give way to collective necessity” (Whitney, p.6). Saint-Simon advocates for scientific699
totalitarianism or totalitarian scientism. In Simon’s doctrine, science should be seen as a social enterprise driven700
by ”collective necessity” as opposed to individual liberty. Saint-Simon’s scientism therefore can best be understood701
as authoritarian scientism which can easily lead to scientific tyranny. Every religion in Simon’s doctrine must702
comply with the requirements of his ”positive science” if it must be permitted to exist. To this end, he rejects703
the Christian code but admires only the hierarchical structure of the Church (ibid.). The twenty-one scientists of704
the ”Council of Newton” according to Simon’s utopianism should structure their hierarchy after the pattern of705
the Catholic clergy and lead the education of the masses (ibid.). This Council would therefore ”elect a scientific706
pope, employ excommunication for crimes against the ideology, and institute a Newtonian form of baptism” for707
all (Lyon, 1961, p.62).708

Saint-Simon had a disciple, Auguste Comte, who further developed his master’s utopia. The emergence of709
positivism as a very powerful aspect of scientism is widely credited to Comte. Auguste Comte desired to introduce710
into the society a ”new spiritual organization” founded on ”a new dogma of science” (Whitney, p.7). To this711
end ”the organic and rational society of the future must be based on science: the principles of its organization712
will be scientifically elaborated, and all its members must adopt scientific modes of thinking” (Kolakowski, 1969,713
p.50). Like Bacon and Saint-Simon, Comte rejects the ”cyclical view of history” and maintains that history is714
progressive and does not repeat itself (Whitney, pp.4,8). He rather proposes the three progressive stages of history,715
namely the theological stage (in which the mind explains natural phenomena through supernatural causes), the716
metaphysical stage (in which the mind finds singular, universal causes of phenomena), and the positivist stage (in717
which the mind rejects all metaphysical questions and accepts only knowledge that has practical utility which is718
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defined as matters that deal only with observable phenomena) (ibid., p.8). In his ’positivist utopia’ Comte treats719
human beings as ”organisms” with defined ”structures and functions” and rejects human ”emotions, rights, and720
thoughts” and concludes that science can achieve unity of all members of the society within a massive ”integration721
of religion and knowledge” (ibid., p.9).722

But it is Karl Marx who took scientism to the political sphere where it made its greatest mark. As Whitney723
(p.10) notes, ”The main difference between Marx’s brand of scientism and that of Comte, Bacon, and Saint-Simon724
is that Marxism became socially [and politically] relevant” by getting the full attention of the powerful politicians725
of the world. Marxism, like its predecessors, elevates science to the position of the acceptable religion for all726
and repudiates conventional religions as ”opium of the masses.” The pursuit of science by the state to the point727
of truncating virtually all human freedoms, including the prohibition of ”socialist man from asking questions728
about his origin,” all bespeak classical scientistic principles (ibid.). Man’s ”classless realm of freedom” requires729
no government and is the ”perfection of man” (ibid.).730

In spite of the collapse of the Soviet Empire, the principles of Marxist scientism have however remained731
in China. The end of Maoism ”did not result in the abandonment of scientistic principles” in China (ibid.,732
p.11). Factors that explain the continued prevalence of attitudes of scientism in post-Maoist China will make an733
interesting study. But for one, Maoist Marxism seems to have been replaced with ”a technological/materialistic734
scientism” in contemporary China (ibid., p.12). There is total acceptance of science in China as the answer to735
the material existence problems of the Chinese people.736

18 ( F )737

This implies a cultural inclusion of scientism in contemporary Chinese society. In China, scientism has been738
absorbed into the contemporary culture. This easy uptake of scientism becomes natural for the Chinese people739
because of scientism’s natural similarity with Confucianism, with its noted intellectual tradition and other740
pragmatic elements of Chinese culture. Thus, Hua (1995, p.33) states:741

1) Scientism inherits the Confucian cultural and intellectual tradition which has a holistic approach. All aspects742
of social consciousness are regarded as an inseparable whole. This intellectual holistic notion is also linked to743
the monistic political orientation in the Chinese culture where only one legitimate source of truth is recognized.744
Scientism is also in line with the utopianism embodied in the Chinese tradition. 2) It is a psychological response to745
what is termed voluntarism and ethic-purism as demonstrated during the Cultural Revolution. 3) It is a practical746
response to the socioeconomic problems encountered by the Chinese people after the Cultural Revolution.747

The Chinese are obviously enamoured by scientism’s claims to give unlimited material power. The Chinese748
must be naturally power-hungry people or they have over many decades been indoctrinated to be so. The749
”rational, utilitarian core of scientism? promotes technology and wealth” but at the same time denigrates750
everything it considers to be non-utilitarian knowledge which includes religion (Whitney, p.13). Freedom of751
conscience and other civil liberties are unknown in China and the one-child policy has not been repudiated since752
1980. With most churches operating underground, only the officially approved Christian churches can operate.753
The implication here is that in the 21st Century the Chinese government still prioritizes ”pragmatic politics754
over individual rights” (ibid., p.14). The Chinese authorities are aware of the delicate situation that religious755
pluralism would destroy the established political order. Everything is done by the authorities to encourage the756
apparent worship of science. Hua (p.145) notes a popular comment nearly a hundred years old:757

During the last thirty years or so there is a name which has acquired an incomparable position of respect in758
China; no one, whether informed, ignorant, conservative or progressive, dares openly slight or jeer at it. The759
name is Science. The worth of this almost nationwide worship is another question. But we can at least say that760
ever since the beginning of the reformist tendencies (1890) in China, there is not a single person who calls himself761
a modern man and yet dares openly to belittle Science.762

Totalitarian impulses across the ages have been branded scientism. This is because science has become the new763
consciousness of man that enables him to become the master of his physical world, endowing him with the power764
to eliminate disease and hunger and to achieve a longer life span. The enamouring power of science became its765
own trappings which has convinced political men over the ages that anything could be sold across to the people766
when it is branded science. Subsequently, the equalitarian ideology in Marxism (which is not evil in itself) could767
be sold to the masses along with a repudiation of religion; and the destruction of man’s freedom of conscience (a768
great evil) could gain public acceptability because these ideologies at polar variance with equalitarianism were769
branded ’science.’ Contemporary scholarship on scientism should begin to separate totalitarian scientism from770
libertarian scientism.771

19 VI. Domesticating Science Fiction for772

Building Science Consciousness in African States: An Examination of the African Science Fiction Project I773
have explored in this paper to some extent how science consciousness or science awareness shapes and propels774
political participation, political expectations, and generally political orientations and ultimately political culture775
of members of political systems and how this motive force can best be exploited to propel African states, whether776
underdeveloped or developing, onto the path of the technoscientific state.777
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Politics of African states cannot transcend their cultural milieu. The import of this statement is that a778
nation’s culture components determines to a large extent the colour and character of her politics. Ethnicity and779
ethnocentrism, religion and tribalism, sectionalism and clanism for instance are basic components of Africa’s780
cultures which became prominent upon decolonization and subsequently became the elements of her political781
culture. Africans were completely untutored on the values of universal consciousness which at least could manifest782
as Africaness, much less on the value of national consciousness, which is a country by country consciousness.783

Countryconsciousness manifested at most the first ten years after independence of each African state and784
thereafter the primordial cleavages quickly took the reigns. In several African countries it manifested in military785
takeover of governments and in others as outright civil wars.786

Granted that cultural backgrounds determine the character and pattern of politics in Africa and have in fact787
produced the peculiar reality called African politics which has produced little progress in Africa over a period788
of half a century of political independence, what possible ways can we begin to reshape Africa’s culture, what789
ingredients and components and elements can we inject into the culture such that its influence in the political790
sphere will be desirable? Culture is extremely dynamic and is one aspect of human society that is readily791
amenable to change.792

In this section of the paper, I shall explore science fiction as a method of reshaping Africa’s culture towards793
expanding the science consciousness quotient of her diverse peoples. I shall understudy The African Science794
Fiction Project and the efforts of this institution at domesticating science fiction in Africa.795

Every human society at any stage of development has a science fiction possibility. Science fiction novels and796
short stories and movies are works about the future of man in a specific society. Therefore, arguments that797
science fiction is not useful in Africa because it would not be understood and appreciated by the African masses798
is baseless because human imagination and curiosity are universal drives in man irrespective of the environment799
and upbringing, and can be used to propel the African along the path of imaginations about his future with800
science as the theme of that future.801

Science fiction over the years has failed to connect Africans to science-thinking and imagining because the802
stories told in them have been about Western civilizations represented by the developed countries, and this way803
it has failed to critically ignite the imagination of Africans. This is the basis for arguments against the relevance804
of science fiction because it is for societies whose level of development puts their people on a plane of reasoning805
to flow with science fiction thoughts and imaginations. The real problem is that science fiction has not been806
prepared to include the African and African countries and governments in its visualizations. This is the missing807
link, and this absent link has added to the mystification of science to the African masses rather than achieve its808
goal of demystification of science. Professor Mark Brake and Martin Griffiths (insert reference) capture the role809
of science fiction in the culture formulation of society thus:810

On the eve of the millennium The Times asked a number of prominent scientists to identify major issues in811
science leading into the C21 st . Professor Susan Greenfield of Oxford University and the first female head of the812
Royal Institution suggested the scientific breakthrough of the C21 st would be: ”The engagement of the public813
in science and the expression of scientific ideas in a way they can understand and contribute to”814

We believe science fiction can be used to help demystify science, highlight its social and cultural context, and815
act as a bridge to public consciousness, providing an opportunity to tackle pseudoscience head-on.816

?Why is science rarely appreciated as a cultural activity at all? If science is to be restored to its rightful place817
in our cultural heritage then science fiction can help to play an important part in bringing science ”...out of the818
laboratory and into the culture.819

Communicating science to the masses or publics is viewed in the above extract as a prime problem of societies820
in the 21 st Century. Of course the essence of communicating science to the public is to build science literacy821
and science consciousness in the vast majority.822

Mass orientation programmes whose focus is the expansion of science literacy, science awareness, and science823
consciousness (of the public) are essentially bottom-to-top approaches to scientific development of the state and824
are therefore best conceptualized as democratic approaches. Bottom-totop approaches too are social approaches825
since they are apt to get into the cultural milieus of the societies being addressed and thus become autogenic826
in temper and propulsion. While governmental mass orientation programmes traditionally adopt a top-to-827
bottom approach and are therefore autocratic in outlook, nongovernmental mass orientation programmes are828
usually democratic in approach and outlook because they adopt a bottom-to-top approach. The African Science829
Fiction Project in my assessment is a non-governmental mass orientation movement for the cultivation of science830
consciousness in Africa through the establishment of African Science Fiction in diverse media. Some slogans of831
the Project as indicated in the Advocacy Campaign Document (TASFP -Document, 2014) include: This focus832
or conceptualization derives from the fact that The African Science Fiction Project is a bank of ideas on political833
imaginations on science in Africa which are not just idealistic but also very seriously realistic and pragmatic in834
outlook. These imageries of political imaginations on science throw up a challenge for present and future African835
leaders and as indicated in the Advocacy Campaign Document, Books and movies such as produced by Scifi836
Africa project images of African leadership and scientific and technological attainments of Africa of the future in837
a manner that has the capacity to infect the imagination and consciousness of Africans of today.?838
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The African Science Fiction Project therefore is not just ”a new movement in African Literature? committed840
to public communication of science and technology and the inculcation of scientific and technological temper841
among the African masses through the creation of African Science Fiction” (ibid.), it is also laden with political842
undertones through its challenge and enrichment of the political sphere with a million political imaginations on843
science in Africa that bother on political leadership. Images of African leadership laden with political imaginations844
on science continually bombarded upon the political class cannot but stamp themselves into the consciousness845
of Africa’s political leaders, and having invaded their consciousnesses the outward expression in the political846
sphere becomes unstoppable. This engagement is scientifically and mathematically true because ”once a mind847
has been stretched by an idea, it never returns to its original shape” (ibid.). African Science Fiction visualizations848
through film and novel are especially targeted to affect the political class. The African Science Fiction Project849
creates imaginary political leaders who are different from and superior to the real-life leaders which creates a850
conflict in the minds and consciousnesses of present day African political leaders. Basically driven by the fear851
of becoming obsolete, the present-day African political leaders will begin to idealize and consciously begin to852
appropriate into their modus operandi the patterns of thinking of those imaginary African heroes. The vehicle853
-The African Science Fiction Project -connects with the imagination of Africans to impart science-thinking and854
science consciousness to the masses and political leaders in diverse visualizations of Africa’s future societies and855
politics.856

The African Science Fiction Project owns a manual called African Science Fiction Imagery (TASFP -Imagery,857
2014) which is a collection of ideas (imageries) from which its novels and short stories are created. At idea number858
two (ibid., p.6) we read:859

Defining the Nigerian State anew. Fusing Science and Government. Government is about Science. Science is860
about Government. Scientists are agents of Government. In the 2030s the Nigerian State redefined its purpose861
as follows: the Nigerian State is a scientific state and to this end a preponderant part of the job of the Nigerian862
Government (that is each regime) is the production and reproduction of science and its consumption. Governance863
in the Scientific State (such as Nigeria) is therefore inseparable from Science and is all about the expansion and864
deepening of scientific knowledge and its application. In the Scientific State, Science is an object: therefore the865
pursuit of Science is a grand objective of the state.866

African Science Fiction Imagery is a working document of The African Science Fiction Project which is867
periodically updated. As at the time of writing this paper, it is five volumes with a total number of 300 ideas868
for African Science Fiction stories. A good number of these imageries or visualizations focus on Africa’s political869
leadership of future years or an imaginary past which transposes Africa’s real past (alternate history) which870
all-in-all stretch the imagination of Africa’s political leadership. The picturesqueness of African Science Fiction871
Imagery, especially those about African political leaders, is the soul and magic of it. It is like showing Africans872
in clear pictures the leaders they have waited for generations to have and the political systems they have worked873
hard to achieve without success because of the existence of contrary political forces. In these political systems,874
equalitarian justice and the supremacy of law are achieved through the power of science and not through the875
goodwill of the man with political power.876

In these imageries, political leaders of African societies are creators and facilitators of Technoscience. The877
leaders depicted herein are like individuals carrying the political burden of closing four hundred years of the878
technology gap between Europe and Africa. Thus, we read again from the Imagery (ibid., p.14):879

In 2025 the President of Nigeria initiated a project that he called Extreme Engineering. Then he garnered880
his efforts and got requisite legislation that recognized Extreme Engineering as a Nigerian programme that will881
run for 100 years, that is from 2025 to 2125. With its base in Nigeria the territory of the project was the882
ECOWAS sub-region with a total population of 300 million. The President enthused about Extreme Engineering883
and stated that while some Nigerians are living in the past and others in the present, provision must be made for884
some Nigerians to live in the future. So Extreme Engineering was all about creating tomorrow’s techno-scientific885
society today?886

The following reading concerns Africa’s future legislators (ibid., p.12):887
The Biotechnology and Life Science industry in Imo State in the 2040s was comparable to the magnitude of888

that industry in the entire South Africa. The state had become the Mecca of experts in this field throughout889
sub-Saharan Africa. The National Assembly had rejected the passage of The Sixth Day Laws as proposed by890
some assembly men. So the Assembly had failed to pass legislation regulating the practice of biotechnology and891
the life sciences as applied to humans, the onus of which it said fell upon the Assemblies of the respective states,892
being as it is a moral question more than anything else. Soon the state became home, a haven, to hundreds of893
European and American scientists frustrated and silenced by The Sixth Day Laws. The effect was an exponential894
growth in r-DNA research and capacity accumulation. Human r-DNA or r-DNA as applied to humans (Human895
recombinant DNA) is where the state built its strength. It was revealing that for those who visited Human896
r-DNA clinics the quest for a higher IQ ranked most, followed by beauty desires, etc. One billion Euros in naira897
equivalent was accumulated by way of gross earnings by r-DNA clinics operating in Imo State in 2040 alone. The898
Government of Imo State had aggressively transformed the state into ”a eugenics workshop.” Indeed Imo State899
by 2040 was variously described as ”the eugenics workshop of Africa” and ”Africa’s Centre for Life Sciences.” The900
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government re-christened the state as ”Africa’s Centre of Genetic Excellence.” Imo State had become Africa’s901
Genetic Engineering technopole.902

Each of these imagery-ideas is billed to generate at least ten novels and short stories for public consumption.903
It is expected that as the imagery-ideas are packaged into novels and movies, they shall arrest the attention of904
Africa’s publics. Once the people are shown possible political leadership patterns in the form of stories revolving905
around certain individuals, government institutions, leadership patterns defined by technology incubation skills,906
a marked temperament for science domestication, and an unprecedented science business savvy, we can expect907
and predict that imageries of this category of African political leaders shall diffuse into the political consciousness908
of both the leaders and the led, to pave the way for the emergence of these species of leaders in real life.909

Politicians seeking elective offices will directly or indirectly, overtly or covertly begin to associate their910
personalities with the imageries of technoscientific political leaders in African Science Fiction. In other words,911
Africa’s political leaders can be led, influenced, directed, and inspired by Africa’s fictional technoscientific leaders.912

The following are other specific African political leadership imageries in science fiction (ibid., p.25): IQ Political913
Parties. The rise of IQ Party of Africa (IPA). The philosophy behind the formation of this party is the assertion914
that political leadership is for persons of extremely high intelligence. A gathering of 100 professors of Science at915
Benin in 2021 gave birth to this unusual political party. These founding fathers were all of them active members of916
Future Generations (an international eugenics society that originated in the United States) and Foundation for the917
Future. Subsequently members were drawn from the Nigerian Chapter of Mensa International (an international918
association of persons of IQ above 130 which originated in the United States). Membership continued to grow in919
leaps and bounds, until total number of registered members reached one million in the first two years. Over two-920
thirds of the members were students in higher institutions studying mathematics, engineering, and the sciences.921
Around 150,000 came from MTN Brain Development Programme. The master plan was to transform the party922
into a continental political movement and political party, such that in 2023 IQ Party of Ghana and IQ Party of923
Sierra Leone were formed in Ghana and Sierra Leone respectively. By 2030 the Party had been formed in all924
English-speaking African countries, including South Africa. IQ Party of Nigeria by 2026 had 30 seats in both925
chambers of the national legislature and had produced three State Governors -those of Edo, Enugu, and Lagos.926
The Party was responsible for the realization of ’Nobel-Laureate Presidency’ -a law requiring persons who wished927
to run for the Presidency to be men and women who had won a Nobel Prize for Science. The re-definition of the928
Nigerian State by the national legislature as a Science State (or Scientific State) in the 2030s is also credited to929
the vision and tireless efforts of IQ Party of Nigeria.930

At number 28 of the same source we read (ibid., p.26):931
Nobel-Laureate Presidency. In 2028 a law was made requiring persons that may be elected to the position of932

President of the Science State of Nigeria to be men and women who had won a Nobel Prize for Science. In the933
absence of a Nobel Prize winner, the winner of any of several listed national and international Science laureates934
would suffice to run for the Presidency. Politicians rally around Nigeria’s Nobel Laureates. The proponents of935
this law and the politics. The proponents in the National Assembly and the various State Assemblies argued as936
a university as an academic institution is headed by a person with the highest level of academic achievementa937
professor, so also must a Science State be headed by a person with the highest scientific achievement -and the938
benchmark was the Nobel Prize for Science. In Nigeria the lawmakers were driven by the vision that Science939
must be crowned with political power. The impact of this law on Science and Politics in Nigeria. Nigeria is the940
first and only country in the world to have such a law.941

The African Science Fiction Project is building models of science-based African political leadership through942
the instrumentality of African Science Fiction. The African Science Fiction Project is building African models943
of political science fiction. In the words of Donald M. Hassler and Clyde Wilcox, (2009) political science fiction.944

?examines the close relationship between politics and science fiction and shows how much of the former is945
grounded in the latter.946

[It]?analyze [s] science fiction texts as literature and ?discuss [es] them as models of political science theory and947
practice ?[It arises from] the propensity of [science] fiction writers to center their works on particular governmental948
structures.949

Political science fiction entails ”how current cutting edge technology might have social and political950
ramifications” (Bowers). ”How can imagining the future help us understand the present? How does considering951
the future help us think critically about politics today?” (ibid.). These questions are at the centre of campaigns952
to develop science consciousness in a political system, and campaigns of this nature are key to achieving the953
requisite political transformations for the technoscientific development of African nations.954

21 VIII. Anticipation as a Political Dimension of Science Con-955

sciousness956

What are the troupes for anticipating the future in sovereign political states of Africa and the Third World? It957
is important to first define the political character of the political state before discussing the 50 ( F )958

anticipatory regime. This is because non-sovereign political states are not in the proper frame of mind to959
navigate the anticipatory regime since they are basically puppet-states in the hands of the master-states, and so960
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their anticipatory scope is constricted, and to the extent that their sovereign status exists in truth and indeed so961
can the anticipatory regime be articulated within their borders.962

Anticipation is ”a virtue emerging from actuarial saturation as sciences of the actual are displaced by963
speculative forecast” ??Adams, ??t al. p.246). Key elements of the anticipatory regime then are optimization,964
preparedness, and possibility: ”optimization as the moral responsibility of citizens to secure their ’best965
possible futures’; preparedness as living in ’preparation for’ potential trauma; and possibility as ’ratcheting966
up’ hopefulness, especially through Technoscience” (ibid.).967

Our ”politics of temporality” defines the way ”[the] present is governed, at almost every scale, as if the968
future is what matters most.” In this ’politics,’ ”eternalism” and ”ephemeralism” are united, thus producing an969
”instantiation of ’modernity’ ”[which] offers both a promise of certainty (that the truth can be known for certain970
in a way that applies across time, into the future) coexistent with the acknowledgement of an ongoing deferral971
of truth as ever changing (as more sophisticated ways of knowing it continually emerge).” The future then is972
understood as ”a conceptual possibility” that ”is always knowable in new ways, even as the grasping for certainty973
about it remains persistent” (ibid., p. ).974

The science-consciousness regime then is an anticipation intensifier which engages the public mind to work with975
the governmental mind to scan the future in order to leverage, on ’optimization,’ ’preparedness,’ and ’possibility’976
which are troupes that involve ”abduction as [the] requisite tacking back and forth between futures, pasts, and977
presents, framing templates for producing the future?”(ibid., p.246). Abduction itself is the mental state of978
”governing” the present as though the future is the most important component thereof (ibid., p.248).979

While the politics of anticipation is both ”temporal and affective,” anticipation is seen to possess both ”multiple980
valences” and ”epistemic value” and is therefore a virtue. Science consciousness defines the ”modes of prediction”981
in ”the speculative forecast” which is a mode by which knowledge of the future can be known, which replaces982
the saturated sciences of the actual (ibid., p.247). In the anticipatory regime, ”Preparedness is infinitesimally983
possible and infinitely malleable when one has a good working model of an anticipated future” (ibid.). Science984
consciousness shapes both the ”infinitesimally possible” and the ”infinitely malleable” nature of our preparedness985
agendas.986

Driven by uncertainties about the future, anticipation becomes ”an affective state, an excited forward-looking987
subjective condition characterized? by nervous anxiety as a continual refreshing of yearning, of ’needing to know’”988
(ibid.). Anticipation describes the ’palpable effect’ on the present of imaginings of the future. Anticipation is also989
”a way of actively orienting oneself temporally,” to deal with the mundane today that will affect the unknown990
(spiritual) tomorrow (ibid.). Whether as ”terror-inducing apocalyptic visions” or as ”an excited forward-looking991
subjective condition,” anticipatory regimes define ”a ?self-evident ’futurism’ in which our ’presents’ are necessarily992
understood as contingent upon an ever-changing astral future that may or may not be known for certain, but993
must be acted on nonetheless” (ibid.).994

Science consciousness is an instrument of cogitation which catalyzes futurism. It opens the citizens up to995
awareness of certain possibilities that can be maximized or minimized today to achieve the desired public future996
or avoid an unpleasant anticipated public future. Since modern anticipatory regimes do not occur or exist in a997
vacuum but are defined by scientistic calculations, the science-consciousness regime then becomes the foundational998
structure -the substructure that is -upon which anticipatory regimes are built and upon which they thrive. The999
relationship between anticipation and science consciousness can also be interpreted in terms of embeddedness, such1000
that science consciousness assumes the interface with which to navigate anticipation. Anticipation is implicitly1001
embedded in science consciousness regimes.1002

The notion of ”injunction” defines the ”moral imperative” of anticipation (ibid., p.246); thus anticipation is1003
”a moral economy in which the future sets conditions of possibility for action in the present, in which the future1004
is inhabited in the present” (ibid., p.249).1005

While science fiction enhances science consciousness, science consciousness itself becomes the language of1006
expressing anticipation in political practice. However, anticipation and science consciousness can be observed to1007
have a two-way relationship of their own wherein one fires/ignites the other and the other in turn is fired/ignited1008
by one. As the principal regime in science consciousness, anticipation is the trajectory wherein ”the future1009
increasingly? defines the present ??and] creates material trajectories of life that unfold?” while it ’reconfigures’1010
”technoscientific and biomedical practices as a totalizing orientation” (ibid., p.248) as transformational agents1011
of great utilitarian value. Anticipation as politics of science consciousness is defined as anticipatory modes that1012
”enable the production of possible futures that are lived and felt as inevitable in the present, rendering hope and1013
fear as important political vectors,” otherwise known as ”the politics of affect” (ibid.). Science consciousness as1014
it imbricates with anticipatory rhetoric utilizes a ”breathless futurology” in its logic ??Harrington et al., 2006,1015
p.3). While biotechnology and nanotechnology ”stun us, generating a sense that we not only can but must1016
hold anticipation,” the diverse science awareness campaigns in Earth Science literacy, global warming campaigns,1017
green energy campaigns, endangered species campaigns, etc, actually ”infuse a sense of looming time limits that1018
generate [a sense of] urgency and anxiety about acting now to protect the future” ??Adams, ??t al., ??.248).1019
Invocations of anticipation then provoke ”preparation (tied to hope) but also surprise, uncertainty, anxiety, and1020
unpreparedness (tied to fear),” such that ”[the] unknown ?plays an integral role in producing action” (ibid.,1021
p.249). ’Psychopolitics’ is a politics of anticipation which defines the way ”states, corporations, and military1022
complexes tactically project and distribute fear and anxiety as a means to interpellate and govern subjects”1023
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(ibid.). The military-industrial complex can be interpreted as a highly sensitized science consciousness regime1024
driven by psychopolitics which itself is an anticipatory regime.1025

Science consciousness can also be considered as the self-awareness of the science system. Technoscience or the1026
science system can be seen as an organic system which develops in much the same pattern as any evolutionary1027
system. Science consciousness in its diverse languages and troupes then is the self-aware status of the science1028
system in its evolutionary history. The self-awareness of the science system can be likened to the maturity1029
manifestation of the science system with which it can self-correct, inspire, and motivate and practically teleguide1030
itself with its in-built intelligence and internal logic. It is the total engagement of the human collectivity of1031
the state in the task of constructing and shaping its technological future. Whether it is framed as technological1032
nationalism or as technological competition paradigm driven by primordial sentiments such as ethnicity or racism,1033
science consciousness is an anticipatory regime in the scientific state agenda. Science consciousness regimes1034
drive technoscience into the public consciousness and transforms same into the playing field of societal publics.1035
Anticipation by the wide societal publics then becomes the self-aware element of science consciousness paradigms.1036

Anticipation then is the spirit of the scientific state. This notion of anticipation captures all the aforementioned1037
tomorrow-today manifestations of anticipation. The language of expressing these aspects, again as stated, is1038
the science consciousness regime in its diverse elements and troupes. In this perspective, ”Anticipation is? a1039
strategy for avoidance of surprise, uncertainty and unpreparedness, [and] also a strategy that must continually1040
keep uncertainty on the table” (ibid., p.250). Similarly, ”sciences and technologies of anticipation demand that1041
the phenomenon be assessed and calculated -producing probabilities for anticipatory projects as interventions1042
in the present” (ibid.). Implicit in this regime of anticipation, ”the unanticipated? offer new territories1043
for expanding anticipation” which opens up conversations on ”new forms of curiosity.” Science consciousness1044
formulates anticipation in the creation of the scientific state. It catalyzes anticipation in the direction that forms1045
the spirit of the scientific state. To this end, anticipation in its aspects of injunction, abduction, optimization,1046
preparedness, and possibility imbricates with the spirit of the scientific state. These aspects of anticipation are1047
themselves epistemes of the scientific state.1048

Injunction is the ethical imperative to anticipate, to articulate an ”orientation toward the future” (ibid.,1049
p.254). From the complexities of modernization, ”there is a moral injunction to anticipate as an act in which1050
life, death, identity, and prosperity are at stake personally and collectively” (ibid.). Similarly, our ”obligation1051
to ’stay informed’ about possible futures has become mandatory for good citizenship and morality, engendering1052
alertness and vigilance as normative affective states” (ibid.). Injunction then as a dimension of anticipation1053
defines science consciousness as a civic obligation. Several troupes of the science consciousness paradigm buttress1054
this observation such as scientific literacy, science for citizenship, and citizen science. These science consciousness1055
regimes inform citizens’ imperative to ”stay informed about possible futures” through a working knowledge of1056
the scientistic possibilities, with a view to creating in them a natural orientation toward preparing for the future.1057
Science consciousness then is the most powerful tool in politics of anticipation.1058

22 IX. Addendum1059

In aspiring for technological independence, it may be required as a citizenship obligation in backward political1060
states for citizens to know the technological histories of products imported into their countries and sold to them.1061
Products such as the television, music systems, mobile phones, etc, should have embedded in their packaging1062
systems concise or possibly elaborate histories of their technological invention and subsequent development. This1063
practice has the potential to trigger a home-thinking attitude to science and technology development which1064
inspires a do-it-yourself sense, which itself is a fertile soil for the Scientific Revolution to replicate in that political1065
state. And of course a sine qua non for technological take-off in a political state is the occurrence or replication1066
of the Scientific Revolution. Expanding or increasing technological self-confidence develops into the Scientific1067
Revolution. Technological1068
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Figure 1:

[Note: ? Public tours of research and development (R & D) parks, manufacturing companies, etc [and I may add
here that this is a way to attract human masses to form the engine to push the technological take-off aircraft to
lift off]. ? Science in popular culture. ? Science in textbooks and classrooms. ? Science and art.]

Figure 2:

? Celebrating science-thinking in Africa.
? Bringing science-thinking to the African grassroots.
? The African Visualization Project
? Bringing Africa’s tomorrow now?
? Putting Science into Africa’s Culture?
? The African Science Consciousness Programme.
VII. Science Consciousness and the
Political Relevance of the African
Science Fiction Project in the Era of
Africa’s Leadership Crisis: Specific
Political Leadership Imageries in
Science Fiction

Figure 3:
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histories of technological artefacts tell who did which technology and under which circumstances the technology1069
was done and in this sense is a stimulating learning experience. Mass communication of technological histories1070
then becomes the tillage and fertilization process of the soil before planting. The Scientific Revolution thereon1071
needs no deliberate planting as its germinal seeds have already infected the soul of the population through the1072
selfsame technological histories running in the collective memory and imagination. The Scientific Revolution1073
then sprouts and builds itself into the cultural practices of the population and becomes endemic, redefining and1074
restructuring the political system. It is difficult for a state to achieve technological independence without a1075
cultural experience of the phenomenon known as the Scientific Revolution.1076

Intellectualization of scientism entails looking at scientism as ’what it is outside ethics.’ Scientism, anticipation,1077
and science consciousness are imbricated with each other (where scientism is defined as the highest point in1078
the expression of anticipation and science consciousness). Scientism is contextual -its practice is influenced and1079
defined by the prevailing sociopolitical determinants such as religion, the prevailing values of the social system, the1080
type of political system (whether libertarian, authoritarian, or totalitarian), and the economic system (whether1081
neoimperial capitalism, post-Marxist capitalism, liberal capitalism).1082

What has scientism achieved? The government of China sponsored the massive production of its own scientists1083
at home and abroad (especially in the United States) because it was propelled by scientism. Demystification of1084
science and technology by Japan (which paved the way for the Chinese intrusion) is another grand achievement1085
of scientism. The Japanese applied scientism to become the first non-Western, non-Caucasoid scientific power in1086
the world. The blackening of scientism by mostly Western scholars underscores the fact that those who have a1087
thing mostly do not understand what they have (or in its reverse form being that you do not know the value of1088
what you have until you lose it). The present super-sophistication of Western science systems is the very product1089
of scientistic movements of the past, albeit radical they may have been. Yet these traditional science-countries1090
of Europe (with Germany included) have been threatened and overtaken by Japan and lately China in terms1091
of technological refinement and quantity of high-tech production. Scientistic movements will one day achieve1092
freedom from disease as a fundamental human right championed by the UN.1093

Scientism is the mentality and force that pushes scientists; it is the mentality that pushes science, and as it1094
is, human civilization cannot get by without it.1095

Scientism is the very air that science breathes without which it cannot live.1096
Scientism is an important political dimension of the science consciousness regime. Every citizen of the world in1097

the 21 st Century has the responsibility to become science-conscious compliant as a citizenship requirement. Every1098
citizen of the world must know and speak some science to enable its complete domestication and democratization1099
and to guide and direct it to build a world free from overpopulation, terrorism, hunger, and tyranny. This is1100
scientism. It is a reality embedded in the Scientific Revolution.1101

.1 X. Conclusion1102

Building science consciousness in Africa is an antidote to the century-long neocolonialism and lingering economic1103
imperialism. Science consciousness generates an African political consciousness that can best be described as1104
revolutionary -the absolute awakening of her technological inventiveness and latent power, the complete mastery1105
and control of her political will herself without external influence. Increasing science consciousness strengthens1106
a country’s assertion of her political will.1107

Technological artefacts allowed into Africa because of the proddings of commerce must needs have their1108
histories embedded in them in whatever medium so that African consumers can learn and be inspired by the fact1109
that the path of science and scientists has historically been rather tortuous than a bed of roses.1110
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